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Mn/DOT BRIDGE 9800 (LAFAYETTE BRIDGE) (TRUNK HIGHWAY 52 BRIDGE) (TRUNK HIGHWAY 56 BRIDGE) Carrying Lafayette Street (TH 52) over the Mississippi River Saint Paul Ramsey County Minnesota

Historical photographs by Donald. J. Flemming (September 1969) and Goodwin. H. Kolstad (July 1975).

Large-format photographs by Daniel R. Pratt (ARCH9, LLC), April – June, 2009.

Historical images are in State Archives, Highway Department, Minnesota Historical Society, Saint Paul, Minnesota. See details in individual descriptions below.

Historical plans are in Bridge 9800 Project Records, Minnesota Department of Transportation, St. Paul, Minn.

Scale stick in photographs is 4 feet long.

RA-SPC-7891-01 AERIAL CONTEXT VIEW OF BRIDGE 9800, LOOKING NORTHEAST. HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPH DATED DECEMBER 11, 1968. MHS REFERENCE LIBRARY LOCATOR 107.I.2.8F-1 BOX 6 9800, ENVELOPE 4, MINNESOTA HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT, BRIDGE DIVISION, BRIDGE PHOTOGRAPHS AND NEGATIVES, MHS, STATE ARCHIVES.

RA-SPC-7891-02 OBLIQUE VIEW OF SOUTH ELEVATION OF SPAN 11, SHOWING PIERs 11, 10, AND 9 (LEFT TO RIGHT), LOOKING SOUTH-SOUTHEAST. HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPH DATED DECEMBER 11, 1968. MHS REFERENCE LIBRARY LOCATOR 107.I.2.8F-1 BOX 6 9800, ENVELOPE 3, MINNESOTA HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT, BRIDGE DIVISION, BRIDGE PHOTOGRAPHS AND NEGATIVES, MHS, STATE ARCHIVES.

RA-SPC-7891-03 VIEW OF SOUTHBOUND TRAFFIC AND ROADWAY SURFACE FROM SHOULDER OF SOUTH APPROACH EMBANKMENTS, LOOKING NORTH. HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPH DATED SEPTEMBER 10, 1969. MHS REFERENCE LIBRARY LOCATOR 107.I.2.8F-1 BOX 6 9800, ENVELOPE 3, MINNESOTA HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT, BRIDGE DIVISION, BRIDGE PHOTOGRAPHS AND NEGATIVES, MHS, STATE ARCHIVES.
RA-SPC-7891-04 VIEW OF UPPER PORTION OF SPAN 10 GIRDER FRACTURE, SHOWING BUCKLING OF GIRDER WEB PLATE, LOOKING NORTHWEST. HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPH DATED JULY, 1975. MHS REFERENCE LIBRARY LOCATOR 107.1.2.8F-1 BOX 6 9800, ENVELOPE 2, MINNESOTA HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT, BRIDGE DIVISION, BRIDGE PHOTOGRAPHS AND NEGATIVES, MHS, STATE ARCHIVES.

RA-SPC-7891-05 VIEW OF LOWER PORTION OF SPAN 10 GIRDER FRACTURE, LOOKING NORTHWEST. HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPH DATED JULY, 1975. MHS REFERENCE LIBRARY LOCATOR 107.1.2.8F-1 BOX 6 9800, ENVELOPE 1, MINNESOTA HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT, BRIDGE DIVISION, BRIDGE PHOTOGRAPHS AND NEGATIVES, MHS, STATE ARCHIVES.

RA-SPC-7891-06 VIEW OF UPPER PORTION OF SPAN 10 GIRDER FRACTURE, SHOWING BUCKLING OF GIRDER WEB PLATE, LOOKING NORTHWEST. HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPH DATED JULY, 1975. MHS REFERENCE LIBRARY LOCATOR 107.1.2.8F-1 BOX 6 9800, ENVELOPE 1, MINNESOTA HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT, BRIDGE DIVISION, BRIDGE PHOTOGRAPHS AND NEGATIVES, MHS, STATE ARCHIVES.

RA-SPC-7891-07 VIEW OF FRACTURE REPAIR PROCESS, LOOKING SOUTH. HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPH DATED JULY, 1975. MHS REFERENCE LIBRARY LOCATOR 107.1.2.8F-1 BOX 6 9800, ENVELOPE 3, MINNESOTA HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT, BRIDGE DIVISION, BRIDGE PHOTOGRAPHS AND NEGATIVES, MHS, STATE ARCHIVES.

RA-SPC-7891-08 VIEW OF FRACTURE REPAIR PROCESS, LOOKING SOUTH. HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPH DATED JULY, 1975. MHS REFERENCE LIBRARY LOCATOR 107.1.2.8F-1 BOX 6 9800, ENVELOPE 1, MINNESOTA HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT, BRIDGE DIVISION, BRIDGE PHOTOGRAPHS AND NEGATIVES, MHS, STATE ARCHIVES.

RA-SPC-7891-09 VIEW OF FRACTURE REPAIR PROCESS, LOOKING NORTHWEST TOWARDS DOWNTOWN SAINT PAUL. HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPH DATED JULY, 1975. MHS REFERENCE LIBRARY LOCATOR 107.1.2.8F-1 BOX 6 9800, ENVELOPE 2, MINNESOTA HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT, BRIDGE DIVISION, BRIDGE PHOTOGRAPHS AND NEGATIVES, MHS, STATE ARCHIVES.
RA-SPC-7891-10  VIEW OF FRACTURE REPAIR PROCESS FROM INSIDE SERVICE CATWALK, LOOKING SOUTHEAST. HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPH DATED JULY, 1975. MHS REFERENCE LIBRARY LOCATOR 107.I.2.8F-1 BOX 6 9800, ENVELOPE 1, MINNESOTA HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT, BRIDGE DIVISION, BRIDGE PHOTOGRAPHS AND NEGATIVES, MHS, STATE ARCHIVES.

RA-SPC-7891-11  CONTEXT VIEW OF NORTH PORTION OF BRIDGE (CENTER OF SPAN 10 – SPAN 29), SHOWING CONNECTIONS TO INTERSTATE 94. LOOKING EAST FROM GALTIER TOWER, SAINT PAUL.

RA-SPC-7891-12  CONTEXT VIEW OF CENTER AND SOUTH PORTION OF BRIDGE (SPAN 1 – SPAN 21), SHOWING CONNECTIONS TO INTERSTATE 94. LOOKING SOUTHEAST FROM GALTIER TOWER, SAINT PAUL.

RA-SPC-7891-13  CONTEXT VIEW OF BRIDGE, LOOKING WEST TOWARD DOWNTOWN SAINT PAUL FROM NEAR MOUNDS BOULEVARD.

RA-SPC-7891-14  CONTEXT VIEW OF BRIDGE, LOOKING NORTHEAST FROM PROSPECT BOULEVARD.

RA-SPC-7891-15  VIEW OF JUNCTURE OF BRIDGE 9800 (RIGHT) AND INTERSTATE 94 EAST EXIT RAMP (LEFT), LOOKING SOUTH-SOUTHEAST. PIER 27 IN RIGHT FOREGROUND.

RA-SPC-7891-16  VIEW OF HINGES IN SPAN 28 AT PIER 28, LOOKING EAST-NORTHEAST.

RA-SPC-7891-17  VIEW OF BRIDGE PIERS AND DECK SYSTEM, LOOKING NORTHWEST FROM SPAN 16 AND PIER 17.

RA-SPC-7891-18  VIEW OF SKewed PIER 14 ON NORTH MARGIN OF RAILROAD RIGHT-OF-WAY, LOOKING SOUTH-SOUTHEAST FROM UNDER SPAN 15.

RA-SPC-7891-19  VIEW SHOWING RELATIONSHIP OF PIER 14 TO DIAGONAL AND STAGGERED BEAMS IN BRIDGE DECK SYSTEM, LOOKING SOUTH-SOUTHEAST FROM UNDER SPAN 15.

RA-SPC-7891-20  VIEW OF SPAN 12 OVER PARK, SPAN 13 OVER WARNER ROAD, AND SPAN 14 OVER RAILROAD RIGHT-OF-WAY, LOOKING NORTHEAST.

RA-SPC-7891-21  VIEW OF SPAN 13 OVER WARNER ROAD, SPAN 14 OVER RAILROAD RIGHT-OF-WAY, AND BRIDGE SPANS TO NORTH-NORTHWEST, LOOKING NORTHWEST.
RA-SPC-7891-22  OBLIQUE VIEW OF HINGES AND BRIDGE DECK SYSTEM IN SPAN 12, LOOKING NORTHWEST.

RA-SPC-7891-23  DETAIL OBLIQUE VIEW OF HINGES AND BRIDGE DECK SYSTEM IN SPAN 12, LOOKING NORTHWEST.

RA-SPC-7891-24  VIEW OF HINGES AND BRIDGE DECK SYSTEM IN SPAN 12, LOOKING EAST.

RA-SPC-7891-25  VIEW OF WEST ELEVATION OF SPAN 11, LOOKING EAST.

RA-SPC-7891-26  VIEW OF SPAN 11 DECK SYSTEM, LOOKING SOUTH TO PIER 10.

RA-SPC-7891-27  VIEW OF WEST ELEVATION OF SPAN 10, LOOKING EAST FROM SOUTH BANK OF MISSISSIPPI RIVER.

RA-SPC-7891-28  OBLIQUE VIEW OF SPAN 9, LOOKING NORTHEAST FROM NEAR PIER 8.

RA-SPC-7891-29  VIEW OF SOUTHBOUND TRAFFIC AND BRIDGE DECK FROM NEAR PIER 8, LOOKING NORTHEAST.

RA-SPC-7891-30  OBLIQUE VIEW OF SOUTH ELEVATION OF PIER 8, LOOKING NORTHEAST.

RA-SPC-7891-31  VIEW OF BEARINGS ON PIER 8, STEAM UTILITY PIPE, AND SOUTH ENTRANCE TO SERVICE CATWALK, LOOKING NORTH-NORTHWEST.

RA-SPC-7891-32  VIEW OF WEST ELEVATION OF SPAN 8 HINGE AND DECK DRAINAGE SYSTEM, LOOKING EAST-NORTH-EAST.

RA-SPC-7891-33  VIEW OF WEST ELEVATION OF SPAN 8, LOOKING EAST-NORTH-EAST.

RA-SPC-7891-34  VIEW OF EAST ELEVATION OF SPANS 1, 2, AND 3, AND PIERS 1 AND 2 (LEFT TO RIGHT) LOOKING WEST-SOUTHWEST ALONG FILLMORE AVENUE EAST.

RA-SPC-7891-35  VIEW OF SOUTH ELEVATION OF PIER 2, LOOKING NORTH-NORTHWEST OVER FILLMORE AVENUE EAST FROM SOUTH ABUTMENT. PIERS 2 – 8 VISIBLE IN BACKGROUND.

RA-SPC-7891-36  OBLIQUE VIEW OF NORTHBOUND SPAN 1 HINGE AND DECK SYSTEM, LOOKING NORTHWEST.

RA-SPC-7891-37  VIEW OF DECK SYSTEM BETWEEN NORTHBOUND AND SOUTHBOUND SPANS, LOOKING NORTH-NORTHWEST FROM
SOUTH ABUTMENT. PARTIAL SOUTH ELEVATION OF PIER 1 VISIBLE IN FOREGROUND.

RA-SPC-7891-38  VIEW OF NORTH ELEVATION OF SOUTH ABUTMENT AND PIER 1, LOOKING SOUTH-SOUTHEAST. FILLMORE AVENUE EAST IN FOREGROUND.


RA-SPC-7891-40  VIEW OF WEST ELEVATION OF REPAIR PLATE AT 1975 GIRDER FRACTURE SITE, LOOKING EAST-NORTHEAST.

RA-SPC-7891-41  VIEW OF EAST ELEVATION OF UPPER PORTION OF REPAIR PLATE AT 1975 GIRDER FRACTURE SITE, LOOKING WEST-SOUTHWEST.

RA-SPC-7891-42  VIEW OF EAST ELEVATION OF LOWER PORTION OF REPAIR PLATE AT 1975 GIRDER FRACTURE SITE, LOOKING WEST-SOUTHWEST. VIEW OF LOWEST PORTION OF REPAIR PLATE BLOCKED BY STEAM UTILITY PIPE.

RA-SPC-7891-43  FRACTURE REPAIR, HISTORICAL PLAN SHEET No. 1: SPLICE DETAILS AND ASSEMBLY. DATED MAY 15, 1975. BRIDGE 9088 PROJECT RECORDS, MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, SAINT PAUL, MINN.

RA-SPC-7891-44  FRACTURE REPAIR, HISTORICAL PLAN SHEET No. 2: UNTITLED DETAILS. DATED MAY 15, 1975. BRIDGE 9088 PROJECT RECORDS, MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, SAINT PAUL, MINN.

RA-SPC-7891-45  FRACTURE REPAIR, HISTORICAL PLAN SHEET No. 3: UNTITLED DETAILS. DATED MAY 15, 1975. BRIDGE 9088 PROJECT RECORDS, MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, SAINT PAUL, MINN.

RA-SPC-7891-46  FRACTURE REPAIR, HISTORICAL PLAN SHEET No. 4: UNTITLED DETAILS. DATED MAY 15, 1975; REVISED MAY 16, 1975. BRIDGE 9088 PROJECT RECORDS, MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, SAINT PAUL, MINN.

RA-SPC-7891-47  FRACTURE REPAIR, HISTORICAL PLAN SHEET No. 5: 8" X 4" ½" X 11"-2" ANGLE. DATED MAY 15, 1975. BRIDGE 9088 PROJECT RECORDS, MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, SAINT PAUL, MINN.

PROJECT RECORDS, MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, SAINT PAUL, MINN.


RA-SPC-7891-50  FRACTURE REPAIR, HISTORICAL PLAN SHEET No. 8: UNTITLED DETAILS. REVISED MAY 16, 1975. BRIDGE 9088 PROJECT RECORDS, MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, SAINT PAUL, MINN.

RA-SPC-7891-51  FRACTURE REPAIR, HISTORICAL PLAN SHEET No. 9: BILL OF MATERIAL – STRUCTURAL METALS. DATED MAY 15, 1975. BRIDGE 9088 PROJECT RECORDS, MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, SAINT PAUL, MINN.

RA-SPC-7891-52  FRACTURE REPAIR, HISTORICAL PLAN SHEET No. 10: UNTITLED DETAILS. REVISED MAY 16, 1975. BRIDGE 9088 PROJECT RECORDS, MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, SAINT PAUL, MINN.

RA-SPC-7891-53  FRACTURE REPAIR, HISTORICAL PLAN SHEET No. 11: UNTITLED DETAILS. DATED MAY 15, 1975. BRIDGE 9088 PROJECT RECORDS, MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, SAINT PAUL, MINN.

RA-SPC-7891-54  FRACTURE REPAIR, HISTORICAL PLAN SHEET No. 12: VIEW LOOKING WEST FROM CATWALK. REVISED MAY 16, 1975. BRIDGE 9088 PROJECT RECORDS, MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, SAINT PAUL, MINN.
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